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Abstract—This paper describes several experiments related
to centimeter accurate positioning using the build-in GNSS
receiver and inertial measurement unit (IMU) of a dual-frequency
commercial smartphone. Using a choke-ring antenna platform to
shield the smartphone from the ground multipath we were able
to obtain a GNSS carrier phase (GPS+Galileo L1/L5) solution
with good fixed ambiguities and approx. 2 centimeter precision.
Furthermore, the GNSS antenna phase center (APC) within
the smartphone was determined. An Allan variance analysis
of the inertial measurement unit shows an unexpected good
gyro bias instability of approx. 15 deg/h. An integrated real-
time kinematic (RTK) GNSS+IMU solution was computed and
a heuristic sensitivity analysis was performed.

Keywords—GNSS, smartphone, RTK, inertial navigation,
mass-market; smartphone antenna phase center

I. INTRODUCTION

Performing RTK with the smartphone using GNSS raw
measurement is one of the most eminent topic of research in
GNSS navigation community in the past 4-5 years. Location-
based service (LBS) using smartphone covers more than 45 %
of the GNSS equipped devices available in the market [1].
With dual-frequency GNSS chips inside smartphones, the
position accuracy has been improved from 8-10 meters to
1-2 meters under good environmental conditions [2]. Under
the influence of multipath, the use of L5 signal is expected
to improve the receiver performance. But, to cope up with
the technical advancement like augmented reality (AR) and
autonomous driving (AD), decimeter-level accuracy is not
sufficient. The centimeter-level accuracy using RTK comes at
the cost of high quality carrier phase measurements, which are
said to be the heart of RTK positioning technique. But, with
the poor quality of GNSS antenna, low quality temperature
compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) used for driving smart-

phone internal clock, optimized tracking loops for pseudorange
instead of carrier phase, and power optimization using duty
cycling, the quality of carrier phase is extremely degraded
and does not sustain for good RTK solution. In 2018, we
demonstrated that the GNSS chip (BCM47755) inside the
Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone is from the technical side good
enough to provide quality carrier phase measurement, using a
better quality of antenna as an input source [2]. Furthermore,
we also investigated that the multipath mitigation using choke-
ring platform, also smooths the carrier phase measurement and
provides high ambiguity fixing rate without any external an-
tenna [3]. In one of the most recent publications that deal with
dual-frequency mobile phones [4], researchers were able to
demonstrate centimeter-accurate position determination with
observations of the dual-frequency Huawei P30 smartphone.
However, the successful ambiguity fixing could be performed
only on GPS L1, i.e. no dual-frequency carrier phase fixing
was feasible. Moreover, a relative antenna calibration (w.r.t.
well calibrated geodetic antenna) for GPS L1 only has been
conducted, which revealed that the horizontal phase center
offsets from the central vertical axis of the smartphone and
also the phase center variations do not exceed 1–2 cm.

In this contribution, we conducted different experiments
to explore the accuracy that can be achieved by using dual-
frequency consumer portable device. These experiments deal
with both smartphone built-in GNSS and IMU sensors and
cover static as well as kinematic scenarios which are partly
linked to each other.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes the stochastic error modeling of the built-in Mi 8
smartphone IMU using both Allan variance technique and the
autocorrelation function. Afterwards, the estimated parameters
are employed to perform different RTK-IMU fusion scenarios



which highlight the capability of smartphones in term of
navigation performance. Here, only float RTK solution has
been achieved. Since the ambiguity term could not be resolved
properly due to the quality of the GNSS observations where
the multipath factor is assumed to have the main impact,
we dedicate section III to investigate the behavior of the
GNSS data obtained by such devices in a static scenario.
A test with a choke-ring platform provides a fixing rate of
89 % which validates these assumptions. This unprecedented
accuracy paved the way to conduct different test campaigns in
order to determine the APC of the smartphone.

II. STOCHASTIC ERROR MODELING OF THE SMARTPHONE
INERTIAL SENSORS

In order to make the smartphone IMU signals useful for
navigation, both stochastic modeling and calibration proce-
dures, e.g. six-position static test [5], of the sensor inherent
errors are mandatory. The derived parameters such as the
spectral density of the noise processes or the bias and scale
factor (SF) can then be fed to the INS (inertial navigation
system)/GNSS fusion algorithm (usually Kalman filter). In this
contribution, we used the post-processing commercial software
from NovAtel Inc. “Inertial Explorer, version 8.70.8722”
to combine GNSS and IMU. As per default, this software
contains different IMU profiles (customers IMUs) that can
be easily used to perform the fusion process, which is a
very effective way to achieve in a short time meaningful
navigation results (position, velocity and attitude information).
Nevertheless, this requires from the user to have one of
these devices already included in this software. But, when
it comes to the employment of a new IMU device the task
of defining the appropriate profile becomes very challenging
as the calibration procedures are very time consuming. To
this end, a static data set from three Mi 8 smartphones have
been collected using in-house developed ISTA-Logger, which
represents an extension of the Google Android GNSS-Logger
[6] with an additional interface to access other smartphone
sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope or magnetometer.
For comparison reasons, a commercial IMU from the Xsens
company (MTi-G-710 [7]) was running in the same time. The
total measurement time was around 1 hour. To make sure that
there is no influence from the environment, the sensors were
located in a room with constant temperature. The sampling
rates of all devices were set up to be approx. 400 Hz, which
is the maximum sampling rates that the Mi 8 Android logger
can achieve. Of course, this value depends on the type of
smartphone under investigation and also the used Android
command to retrieve the IMU raw measurements which has
been set in our Logger as ”SENSE DELAY FASTEST” [8].
To explore the stochastic behavior of each device, the Allan
variance technique [9] has been used. According to this
methodology, the parameters of the stochastic processes can be
identified by a specific slope within a logarithmic plot. In the
IEEE standards document [10] various random processes are
described in details which are summarized synthetically in Fig.
1. For instance, the white noise spectral density parameter can

Fig. 1: Sample plot of Allan variance analysis results [10]

be estimated at the the proper cluster time (for us τ = 1 s in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 7) where the slope of the curve is equal to -1/2.
This parameter is called in conjunction with accelerometer and
gyroscope, velocity random walk (VRW) and angle random
walk (ARW), respectively. An other parameter that cannot be
ignored is the so-called bias instability (in term of oscillator
is the flicker noise [9]) which has a slope of zero, i.e. the flat
region that this curve exhibits. Please note that in [10] there is
no recommendation at which τ exactly the bias instability term
can be read off. In general, special care should be taken when
investigating the stochastic behavior of IMU signals by means
of this technique, since in practice the error sequence showed
in this diagram can deviate from the synthetic representation
in Fig. 1

Taking this generalized diagram of all random processes
in mind, we can see that the incorporated smartphone ac-
celerometer axes contain white noise, bias instability (BI) and
correlated noise (Fig. 2). In comparison to the Xsens IMU, the
axis of the Mi 8 accelerometer random processes are not iden-
tical, especially the z-axis which reflects the exact behavior
of correlated noise. The latter can be be modeled as 1st-order
Gauss-Markov (GM) process. According to [11], the Gauss-
Markov process is a random quantity whose autocorrelation
function is a decreasing exponential.

Rxx(τ) = σ2e−β|τcorr| (1)

where β and σ are the inverse of correlation time τcorr
and the standard deviation of the process, respectively. These
characteristics are summarized in Fig. 3. The time continuous
equation of the GM-process can be written as

ẋ(t) = −βx(t) +
√

2σ2βw(t) (2)

Astonishingly, all three smartphones have the same behavior
in the z-axis. To explain this behavior in terms of numbers,
the auto correlation sequence Rxx(τ) for this axis has been
generated, as depicted in Fig. 4 to 6. Referring to the synthetic
representation of the random process in Fig.1 and Fig. 3, the
related standard deviation can be read off by σ2/e (intersection
of the dotted lines in each plot), thus the correspondent
correlation time is the projection of this value onto the x-axis
[12]. As summarized in Table I the standard deviation of the
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Fig. 2: Allan variance results for all used accelerometers
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Fig. 3: Autocorrelation sequence of the first-order GM process
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Fig. 4: Autocorrelation sequence of the accelerometer z-axis
for the Mi 8 device n◦1

GM-process and its correlation time τcorr are between 550µg
and 580µg @ τcorr = 282 s and τcorr = 398 s. Both x- and y-
axis are mainly corrupted by white noise and bias instability.
For example, the white noise power spectral density of the
VRW is approx. 80µg/

√
Hz. On the other side, the Xsens

accelerometer exhibits the same fluctuation in all axis, i.e. all
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Fig. 5: Autocorrelation sequence of the accelerometer z-axis
for the Mi 8 device n◦1
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Fig. 6: Autocorrelation sequence of the accelerometer z-axis
for the Mi 8 device n◦1

three axes are symmetrical. Here, for example, the estimated
velocity random walk (VRW) values are almost identical and
can be verified by the manufacturer specifications [7].

From the gyroscope side, it is well known that its stochastic
characteristics dictate the accuracy of the strapdown compu-
tation. This is due to fact that the gyro observations i.e. the
angular rates or angular increments (in case of integrating gy-
roscope [13]) are used to transform the measured specific force
(by the accelerometer) from the body-frame to the navigation
frame, e.g. n-frame, where the navigation process is usually
expressed. Moreover, during the stapdown integration, the
sensed angular rates (incl. both constant and random errors)
undergo the integration three times (t3) to deliver absolute
attitude information, whereas the specific force is integrated
twice to provide both position and velocity components.

The Allan variance diagram in Fig. 7 shows the same
noise fluctuation for all axes and reveals in the same time,
unexpected, less noise within the Mi 8-IMUs. From Table II we



TABLE I: Estimated noise coefficients using
the output signal of the accelerometers

Device VRW BI 1st-Order GM
[µg/

√
Hz] [µg] [µg]

Mi 8 n°1

X 78 39.1 Ø
Y 79 42.5 Ø
Z Ø Ø 555.5 @

τcorr = 282.4 s

Mi 8 n°2

X 81 46.0 Ø
Y 79 33.0 Ø
Z Ø Ø 579.9 @

τcorr = 398.3 s

Mi 8 n°3

X 77 36.1 Ø
Y 79 34.8 Ø
Z Ø Ø 550.5 @

τcorr = 282 s

MTi-G-710
X 59 20.6 Ø
Y 57 20.9 Ø
Z 50 19.6 Ø

can see, that both ARW and bias instability BI values of the all
three smartphone gyros are smaller then those of the commer-
cial Xsens device. In details, in the case of the Mi 8 gyro, the
angle random walk parameters are smaller then 0.31 deg/

√
h,

while the Xsens indicates amplitudes between 0.49 deg/
√
h

and 0.55 deg/
√
h. Additionally, it can be seen that within

one smartphone the noise level of the three gyroscope axes
is different, especially the less random walk noise and bias
instability error affecting the z-axis. Here, the ARW and the BI
in x- and y-direction have a mean of 0.27 deg/

√
h (ARW) and

14.2 deg/h (BI), respectively. On the hand, the z-axes indicate
a mean value of both 0.18 deg/

√
h and 9.2 deg/h, which can

have a positive contribution in determining the heading angle.
A satisfying explanation of this unforeseen random behavior

of the Xiaomi Mi 8 z-axis can be found in the manufacturing
process related to the MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical
System) technology. A three-axis MEMS accelerometer chip
is able to sense accelerations as a reaction of the force applied
to the chip housing. The change in movement is equivalent to
the change of capacitance between the moving structure of
the chip. To guarantee the sensitivity in all three directions,
i.e. x,y and z, two proof masses are available, namely a XY-
axis proof mass and Z-axis proof mass that detect the in-
plane and out-of-plane accelerations respectively [14], [15].
But, due to the limited space in a smartphone, the manufacture
usually tends to use only one MEMS-chip. In contrast to the
Mi 8 smartphones, the Xsens-IMU comprises a set of three
MEMS accelerometer chips orthogonally arranged to provide
acceleration signal in all three directions which explains the
similar noise figure observed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7: Allan variance results for all used gyroscopes

TABLE II: Estimated noise coefficients using
the output signal of the gyroscopes

Device ARW BI
[deg/

√
h] [deg/h]

Mi 8 n°1
X 0.23 13.8
Y 0.27 14.8
Z 0.18 9.7

Mi 8 n°2
X 0.25 13.9
Y 0.31 13.1
Z 0.18 9.6

Mi 8 n°3
X 0.26 14.7
Y 0.27 14.9
Z 0.17 8.5

MTi-G-710
X 0.49 18.0
Y 0.55 15.1
Z 0.51 15.6

III. RTK/INS SMARTPHONE-BASED SENSOR FUSION

A. Experimental Setup

To highlight the benefit of aiding the RTK smartphone
positioning with the built-in MEMS IMU, we conducted an
experiment with a moving vehicular platform (see Fig. 8)
in March 2019. This experiment comprises the following
setup: a dual-frequency (L1/E1 and L5/E5A) Xiaomi Mi 8
smartphone placed on the roof of the car (backside). Similarly,
for comparison purposes, we placed underneath the Mi 8 the
same Xsens IMU as used in the previous experiment. In the
front, a Trimble Zephyr 2 geodetic antenna was connected to a
Trimble NetR9 receiver which serves as reference. During the
whole measurement campaign, the test vehicle had a moderate
constant speed of approx. 30 km/h. We chose the campus
of our university to conduct this experiment. During the
measurement campaign, the satellite visibility was not always
optimal due to existing high buildings, with an elevation of
up to 70 ◦, which might have blocked/reflected the incoming



GNSS signals an thus jeopardize the carrier-phase positioning
or even make it impossible for several epochs. Both GNSS and
IMU smartphone observations were collected using the ISTA-
Logger with 1 Hz and 400 Hz, respectively. The Xsens IMU
was connected via USB to a laptop in order to log the raw data
with 400 Hz sampling rates, while the Trimble NetR9 receiver
saves every second the GNSS observation internally. To enable
the carrier phase positioning, a reference station located on top
of the highest building in the campus was running during the
measurement campaign. The duration of the trajectory was
around 15 minutes.

To exploit the maximum performance that can be obtained
with poor-quality GNSS data we employed the post-processing
commercial software from NovAtel Inc. ”Inertial Explorer,
version 8.70.8722”. After pre-processing the collected raw
data and converting the IMU raw observations of both Mi 8
and Xsens to the required binary format of the used software,
we generated the appropriate IMU profiles based on Table I
and Table II. Afterwords, different coupling scenarios have
been performed based on the Loosely-Coupled (LC) strategy
[13]. Exactly speaking, three scenarios were conducted: First
computing a pure smartphone and a pure Trimble solution
as for the LC the GNSS solution should be processed, inde-
pendently, in advance. Secondly, aiding the commercial grade
GNSS receiver with either Xsens IMU or Mi 8 IMU observa-
tions. In the final step, aiding the Mi 8 GNSS measurements
with either Xsens or the internal IMU data. An overview about
these different combination can be found in Table III.

B. Experiment Results

Since we are dealing with RTK positioning, the success
rates of RTK carrier-phase fixing should be first investigated
carefully. In this part, a special attention should be given
to the contribution of the IMU devices improving the fixing
ratio of this important term. From Table III, it is clear that
the Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone is providing only float solution
accompanied with meter-accuracy position, even if the GNSS
observation have been supported by both IMUs, i.e. Xsens-
and Mi 8 IMU. The main reason for this unsatisfactory results
is inherent in the limited capability of the low-cost smartphone
GNSS antenna to suppress the noise as well as the reflected
signals from the surrounding. Nonetheless, ways to achieve
high fixing ratio (up to 95 %) with Mi 8 GNSS data will be
discussed in Section IV and V. And as we are performing LC
between the GNSS and the IMU observations, the IMU is not
able to deliver a meaningful improvement to the fixing of the
ambiguity terms. This statement can be proven by observing
the RTK fixing ratio based on the Trimble receiver where 91 %
and 92 % for GNSS only and GNSS+IMU has been achieved,
respectively. This tiny difference, i.e. 1 %, cannot be seen as
a real improvement from the IMU since it could be a wrong
fixing caused by the used commercial software of NovAtel.

Bearing this in mind, a further comparison and analysis
are worthy. To this end, we consider the Trimble-Xsens LC-
solution, i.e. position, velocity and attitude information, as
ground truth. The deviation of the other navigation solution

(relative accuracy), i.e. either GNSS only or LC GNSS/IMU,
as stated in Table III w.r.t. this reference trajectory will be
computed and discussed. Therefore, all navigation results have
been reduced to the origin of the reference scenario which
refers to the origin of the body-frame of the Xsens IMU.
For better interpretation of the results, we denote in general
the deviation with the following symbol δ. Thereby, five
differences can be generated as we have six solutions and
one of them represents the truth. Thus the comparison will be
done according to the following order:

1) Trimble-Xsens vs. MI8-MI8
2) Trimble-Xsens vs. MI8-Only
3) Trimble-Xsens vs. MI8-Xsens
4) Trimble-Xsens vs. Trimble-MI8
5) Trimble-Xsens vs. Trimble-Only

Due to the fact that a standalone GNSS is not able to provide
the fully three dimensional attitude information, the obtained
orientation angles, i.e. heading (ψ), roll (φ) and pitch (θ) will
be compared only in the case of LC strategy.

In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 the horizontal trajectory compo-
nents (east vs. north) and the corresponding height are de-
picted, respectively. Considering the ground truth trajectory,
i.e. Trimble-Xsens, we can see that the Mi 8 GNSS only
solution (MI8-Only) jumps up and down around the reference
but it is able to follow the right track. After including the IMU
observations (MI8-MI8 or MI8-Xsens) the GNSS position
becomes smother (interpolation with higher sampling rates of
the IMU), but in some parts of the trajectory (for instance left
upper part of Fig. 9) these two scenarios did not meet the
expected performance. As indicated in Table IV to Table VI,
the mean deviation for MI8-MI8 (δN1 = 3.401 m) and MI8-
Xsens (δN3 = 3.517 m) is larger than the difference of the
Mi 8 GNSS only scenario, i.e. δN2. Both east and height show
similar behavior, i.e. the mean difference of the MI8-Only
scenario is at least one order of magnitude smaller than with
IMU. One possible explanation for this issue can be hidden in
the weighting between the GNSS and the IMU observation
within the Kalman filter, which is usually realized by the
so-called Kalman gain matrix K [11]. As mentioned before,
we considered only the stochastic errors in generating the
appropriate IMU profiles for Inertial Explorer. The constant
term such as bias and scale factor were not included in
this performance evaluation. As expected, the Trimble-Ony
example provides the smallest errors, i.e. δN5 = 0.011 m, δE5

= 0.017 m and δH5 = 0.028 m. On the other side, the relative
error obtained from Trimble-MI8 is in the east as well as in the
north direction at the decimeter level. This is due to the fact
that the lever-arm between the antenna reference point (ARP)
of the Trimble receiver and the origin of the Xsens IMU can be
calibrated with high accuracy (mm-accuracy), whereas in the
case of the MEMS Mi 8, the origin of the b-frame is located
somewhere in the smartphone housing which makes the lever-
arm uncertainty in the range of the smartphone dimension.
Nevertheless, these results indicate that the Mi 8 IMU can be
used for sensor fusion purposes, but it requires in the same



TABLE III: RTK fixing ratio generated from different
GNSS/IMU combinations

XXXXXXXXGNSS
IMU Xiaomi Mi 8 XSENS NONE

Xiaomi Mi 8 0% 0% 0%

Trimble NetR9 92% 92% 91%

time high quality GNSS signals to bound the drift due to other
uncompensated errors.

As illustrated in Fig. 11 to Fig. 13, the velocity profiles ex-
pressed in the ENU (East-North-Up)-frame (navigation frame
employed by Intertial Explorer, where the y-axis points to the
true north, x-axis to the east and the z-axis completes the right
handed coordinate system [16]) show a smooth behaviors,
apart from the GNSS only solution with Trimble and Mi 8
where some remarkable spikes by second 300 and 600 are
available. Exactly at this time, because of the surrounding high
buildings, the observed GNSS satellites were not sufficient to
provide navigation information. These spikes disappear after
introducing the IMU signal. The statistics related to the relative
velocity error are summarized in Table VII, Table VIII and
Table VII. These results confirm the analysis made for the
position coordinates.

In term of attitude angles, the heading information derived
from MI8-MI8, Trimble-MI8 and Trimble-Xens scenario ex-
hibit the same course (Fig. 14). However, the heading angle of
the MI8-Xsens is somehow delayed by approx. 180°, which
cannot be explained. In general, these results are not reliable
enough (see statistics in Table X), as with MEMS devices
only a kinematic alignment is possible [17] where the GNSS
north/ east velocities (Doppler information) are introduced to
initialize the heading angle. In the case of the Mi 8 GNSS chip,
without further protection from ground multipath, only float
RTK ambiguities are available which degrades the navigation
accuracy immensely. Thus, the introduced velocity information
have almost no contribution to the navigation performance. On
the other hand, the roll and pitch angles can be initialized in
static or kinematic mode. The drift of these angles are, how-
ever, bounded by the so-called Schuler period (≈ 84 minutes)
[13]. The pitch angles obtained by fusing the of Mi 8 GNSS
observation with the Xsens IMU signal look different from
the other combinations especially in the static phases at the
beginning and at the end of the trajectory, where this angle
drifts slightly even though GNSS support is available. The
problem here could be the drift of the bias which cannot be
corrected properly by the estimation filter.

IV. IMPACT OF GROUND MULTIPATH ON THE
SMARTPHONE RTK AMBIGUITY FIXING

The smartphone GNSS antenna is a less than 1 dollar
antenna with low multipath mitigation capability. The work
presented in [2] has already demonstrated that using a good
quality antenna with high multipath mitigation performance,

TABLE IV: Deviation of the north coordinates from the
ground truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δN1 δN2 δN3 δN4 δN5

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m]

Mean 3.401 -1.038 3.517 0.208 0.011

Max 47.265 24.110 43.853 0.598 0.519

Min -28.442 -20.373 -25.495 -0.562 -1.363

TABLE V: Deviation of the east coordinates from the
ground truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δE1 δE2 δE3 δE4 δE5

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m]

Mean -5.239 0.328 -5.105 0.074 0.017

Max 15.547 9.742 14.346 0.438 0.806

Min -28.781 -15.624 -32.369 -0.640 -0.566

TABLE VI: Deviation of the height coordinates from the
ground truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δH1 δH2 δH3 δH4 δH5

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m]

Mean 9.780 0.690 7.862 0.010 0.028

Max 38.407 20.242 40.439 0.065 1.981

Min -3.054 -28.600 -6.368 -0.151 -0.035

TABLE VII: Deviation of the north velocity from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δVN1 δVN2 δVN3 δVN4 δVN5

[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s]

Mean 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.06

Max 2.82 6.71 5.64 0.56 22.02

Min -2.07 -3.34 -3.00 -0.46 -19.12

cm-level RTK accuracy is possible using raw GNSS mea-
surements from smartphones. In order to achieve this level of
accuracy with the smartphone quality antenna, it is essential to
determine the APC location precisely and also minimize the
effect of multipath on the carrier-phase measurements. But,
due to the poor quality of this observation type, smartphone
antenna calibration with the anechoic chamber [18] or by
using automatic robot arm to rotate the antenna [19] becomes
very tedious. However, the choke-ring platforms have been
studied over several decades and proved to be very effective



TABLE VIII: Deviation of the east velocity from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δVE1 δVE2 δVE3 δVE4 δVE5

[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s]

Mean 0.01 0.05 -0.01 0.01 -0.02

Max 1.19 2.57 2.09 0.36 11.59

Min -1.36 -1.90 -1.48 -0.44 -16.86

TABLE IX: Deviation of the up velocity from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δVU1 δVU2 δVU3 δVU4 δVU5

[m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s] [m/s]

Mean -0.01 -0.08 -0.01 0.01 -0.10

Max 0.99 3.48 1.10 0.47 28.96

Min -1.03 -3.95 -1.25 -0.26 -37.16

TABLE X: Deviation of the heading angles from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δψ1 δψ2 δψ3 δψ4 δψ5

[deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]

Mean -14.244 Ø -49.117 -24.829 Ø

Max 355.989 Ø 318.946 347.558 Ø

Min -353.167 Ø -337.490 -355.142 Ø

TABLE XI: Deviation of the roll angles from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δφ1 δφ2 δφ3 δφ4 δφ5
[deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]

Mean 1.662 Ø 0.806 1.448 Ø

Max 15.376 Ø 9.929 12.490 Ø

Min -10.803 Ø -7.843 -10.034 Ø

again multipath originating from the surface just below the
antenna. Such hardware belongs usually to the main setup of
high precise geodetic GNSS networks which helps to keep the
required mm-accuracy of reference coordinates immensely. In
order to demonstrate the effectiveness of using a choke-ring
to shield such low-cost device, series of experiments were
performed with Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone placed on choke-
ring platform, as depicted in Fig 17, while logging the GNSS
observations. In the vicinity, another Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone
was placed without any choke-ring (Fig. 17) to show the

TABLE XII: Deviation of the pitch angles from the ground
truth solution (Trimble-Xsens)

δθ1 δθ2 δθ3 δθ4 δθ5
[deg] [deg] [deg] [deg] [deg]

Mean -0.393 Ø -0.006 0.713 Ø

Max 5.739 Ø 7.537 7.662 Ø

Min -8.001 Ø -7.049 -7.182 Ø

Mi 8 n°1

Mi 8 n°2 x

Trimble Zephyr Antenna

yz

Top View

Xsens MTi-G710

Fig. 8: Experiment setup with Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphones on
top
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Fig. 9: Computed trajectory using different sensor combina-
tions in ENU-frame

comparison. Both smartphones use geodetic pillars with highly
precise (mm-accuracy) coordinates as reference. With both
devices, two RINEX (Receiver Independent Exchange Format)
files containing the GNSS observations have been recorded for
about 1 hour.

The positioning result with the choke-ring platform shows
a significant improvement in the positioning accuracy in
comparison to Mi 8 without choke-ring platform as shown in
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Fig. 11: Computed north velocity using different sensor com-
binations in ENU-frame

Fig. 18-19 .
The RTK position analysis of GNSS observation data with-

out choke-ring was performed first. The mean error in the
position, expressed in the earth-centered, earth-fixed frame
(ECEF), w.r.t. to true coordinates of the geodetic pillar were
calculated as 0.462 m, 0.034 m and 2.921 m in x,y and z,
respectively (see Fig. 19). On the other side, position accuracy
with the Mi 8 smartphone kept on the choke-ring platform
shows mean position error of 0.041 m, 0.032 m and 0.035 m
in x, y and z, respectively (see Fig. 18).

In addition to the static case, we performed a dynamic
measurement by placing both smartphone and choke-ring on
a rotating platform [20], as depicted in Fig. 20. During this
experiment the platform was rotating at very low speed while
the Xiaomi Mi 8 was logging raw GNSS observations using
the Geo++ RINEX Logger (version 2.1.5) Android application
[21]. Simultaneously, a high quality GNSS receiver + antenna,
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Fig. 12: Computed east velocity using different sensor com-
binations in ENU-frame
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Fig. 13: Computed up velocity using different sensor combi-
nations in ENU-frame

Trimble R10, was located nearby (a few meters away) to serve
as a reference. Using the GNSS observation collected by the
Trimble R10 as well as the rotated smartphone + choke-ring,
RTK was performed by means of the Inerial Explorer software
package. As depicted in Fig. 21, the result plots clearly show
high ambiguity fixing of the smartphone carrier phase up
to 89 % with an accuracy level of 1-2 cm with circle as a
reference trajectory. However, the APC is still unknown and
could contribute further improvement up to the cm-level.

V. DETERMINATION OF XIAOMI MI 8 ANTENNA PHASE
CENTER

In the previous section we have shown that it is possible to
estimate RTK fixed solution with the dual-frequency Xiaomi
Mi 8 smartphone mounted on a choke-ring. In conjunction with
this experiment, the investigation of the characteristics of the
APC could be initiated. As stated before, another pragmatic
advantage is the possibility of performing absolute positioning
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Fig. 15: Computed roll angle using different sensor combina-
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with smartphones in the centimeter range. Usually, GNSS user
equipment determines a navigation solution for a particular
point in space, known as antenna phase center (APC). This
point does not necessarily coincide with the physical center
of the antenna and may even be outside the antenna casing
[17]. In such cases, the determination of the phase center
becomes really challenging. For this reason, a first test setup
was designed to estimate the APC relative to the smartphone
geometry. Herein, we propose a straightforward method to
determine the APC location which consists of combining
terrestrial measurements as used in the surveying field (for
determining the geometry and orientation of the smartphone)
and GNSS observations, assumed, received at the APC. This
approach stipulates that the measurements of both employed
surveying instrument and the computed cm-accurate Mi 8
RTK-positions are expressed in the same geodetic reference
frame. Furthermore, the position and the orientation of the
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Fig. 17: Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone with (left) and without
choke-ring (right)
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Fig. 18: RTK-Position error of Mi 8 placed on a choke-ring

smartphone housing (corners) should be precisely known also
in the same frame, which can be measured with mm-accuracy
by means of the surveying apparatus. In the following section,
the experimental setup and the results are presented and
discussed is details.
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Fig. 19: RTK-Position error of Mi 8 without choke-ring

Fig. 20: Mi 8 choke-ring mounted on a rotating antenna
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Fig. 21: Mi 8 RTK solution obtained from the setup in Fig. 20

A. Experimental Setup

Since the true position and orientation of the smartphone
must be known very precisely (mm-accuracy and arc-second-
accuracy), massive geodetic measurement pillars with very
precise location and height information were used as a ref-
erence. These measurement pillars belongs to the electronic
distance measurement (EDM) calibration track in the UniBw M

campus. The deeply-grounded solid concrete pillars are contin-
uously checked and adjusted (through a network adjustment)
to have millimeter accuracy. A state-of-the-art total station,
Leica Nova MS60 MultiStation [22], is used to determine the
geometry and orientation of the smartphones in the global
frame. Thanks to its highly precise angle and distance mea-
surement, this instrument is able to deliver point accuracy in
the millimeter range. According to the manufacturer specifi-
cation [22], the obtained distance accuracy and the angular
accuracy are 1 mm + 1 ppm and 1 ” (arc-second) respectively.
As depicted in Fig. 22, the total station was placed directly on
one pillar and oriented with a target prism mounted on another
one (Fig. 22, top subfigure). With a distance between the total
station and the measurement targets of less than 20 m, point
accuracy of 1-2 mm can be expected accordingly. The formula
below describes the classic polar attachment of a new point
(PN ) from a known point (PK). The measured direction is
tK,N and the measured distance is expressed as sK,N (from
PK to PN ).

YN = YK + sK,N · sin(tK,N ) (3a)

XN = XK + sK,N · cos(tK,N ) (3b)

In order to be able to determine the geometry of the
smartphones very precisely and to mount the devices firmly on
the choke-ring, a support platform was produced with the help
of a 3D printer. The corresponding 3D model was generated
based on the specifications of the Xiaomi Mi 8 smartphone
[23], so that the smartphones can fit perfectly. In addition,
mounting locations for a Leica 360◦ mini prism (GRZ101)
were integrated into this platform. The main advantage here,
is that all dimensions can be calculated and taken directly
from the 3D CAD-model. For example, the positions of the
mountings for the prism are known very precisely with respect
to the center of the platform (and thus the center of the pillar
on which the choke-ring is mounted).

Now, the exact positions of the mounting frame can be
measured by means of the total station. Since the position
of the center point of the support platform is well known,
namely that of the measurement pillar on which it is mounted
together with the choke-ring, the rotation relative to this center
is still missing in order to determine the absolute location and
orientation. Fortunately, these offsets and misorientation can
be easily determined with the help of corresponding points in
the 3D-printed platform which are expressed in the Cartesian
measurement system. The rotation angles are then estimated
using a simple 2D rotation without translation (the measured
points are considered relative to the coordinate of the pillar
and thus relative to the center of the support platform) and
scaling (we know that the platform does not experience any
deformation). Please refer to Fig. 22, middle section. These
rotation angles can be determined using the singular value
decomposition (SVD) [24].

With the previous steps, the exact geometry of the smart-
phones can be obtained with good precision in a geode-
tic reference frame, nevertheless the location of the APC
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Fig. 23: Experiment setup with real environmental conditions
for smartphone APC determination

within the smartphone housing is still unknown. To determine
this parameter w.r.t. the geometry (smartphone body-frame),
a static GNSS measurement campaign is conducted while
keeping the previously determined position and orientation
of the smartphones unchanged (Fig. 22, bottom part). Fur-
thermore, to avoid any shadowing/reflection effects, we chose
a measurement area with open sky conditions and, again,
employed the choke ring platform as discussed in Section
IV (see Fig. 23). With the help of the Trimble inc. forecast
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Fig. 24: Skyplot of the satellite visibility with the appropriate
C/N0

software (Trimble Online GNSS Planning tool [25]), the best
period for static GNSS measurement was selected to ensure
the highest possible visibility of satellites, especially those
satellites (GPS and Galileo) with an L5/E5A signal as they
play a key role for fixing the ambiguity term. Based on this
planing tool, the best constellations lasted for about 1 to 1.5
hours. Therefore, the GNSS raw observations were recorded
using the Geo++ RINEX Logger (version 2.1.5) over a period
of approximately 1 hour. The satellite visibility during the
measurement campaign is displayed, exemplary for one single
day, in the skyplot in Fig. 24.

Since a reference station with well known coordinates is
always required to perform the RTK positioning, the same
receiver and antenna used in the bus experiment (see Section.
III) were installed on another pillar nearby. The baseline
between the two pillars is approx. 18 meters. Thanks to this
small baseline, the atmospheric influences is almost identical
and consequently will be cancel out of the observation which
enables a fast ambiguity fixing and also a short converges time
of the RTK-position solution. Raw measurement data from
both reference station and from the three smartphones were
evaluated in post-processing using Inertial Explorer.

B. Experiment Results

Since the GNSS solution and the measured positions of
the 3D-printed platform are expressed in the same Carte-
sian geodetic coordinate frame, namely UTM 32 (32 is the
corresponding stripe for Germany), the linking of the data
becomes very simple. An overview of the data generated in
two consecutive days can be found in Fig. 25 and Fig. 26,
where both sketches contain the same setup. Here, the model
of support platform holding the three tested Mi 8 smartphones
as well as a simplified representation of the choke-ring placed
on top of the geodetic pillar is depicted. Based on the point
clouds of the fixed RTK solutions for the three devices,
ellipses were estimated in order to give statements about the
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Fig. 25: Sketch of the experiment setup depicted in the
UTM32 global frame, north-oriented and the pillar reference
coordinates have been subtracted from the results, day 1
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Fig. 26: Sketch of the experiment setup depicted in the
UTM32 global frame, north-oriented and the pillar reference
coordinates have been subtracted from the results, day 2

scattering of these point clusters w.r.t. the center. These ellipses
correspond to the 95% confidence interval (2 sigma) of a 2D
Gaussian distribution. The mean of these shapes is represented
by the black dots. On the other hand, the exact location of
screw holes (designed to host the Leica 360◦ mini prism) on
the support platform are visualized by the red crosses.

Using the Leica MultiStation the obtained accuracy of the
geometry of the support platform was around 2 mm, which
is conform to the manufactures specifications [22]. However,
the challenge here was to extract from the Mi 8 GNSS RTK-
solution meaningful information that fit geometrically into the
measured shape of this platform, i.e. the dimension and the ori-
entation of the Xiaomi smartphones expressed in the UTM 32
projection frame. In the optimal case, the computed GNSS
solution should represent a perfect ellipsoid which overlaps
the smartphone’s left upper corner, where the APC is assumed
to be. This assumption is based on number of experiments
we conducted, where the smartphone GNSS signal reception
has been fully attenuated by only putting the finger on the

left upper corner of the device. In this experiment, the GNSS
measurements collected in two different days, achieved an
RTK fixing rates of over 95 %. These values strengthen the fact
of repeatability of the obtained result. In order to guarantee a
proper estimation of the phase center within the ellipsoids,
only the fixed solutions were considered. With an average
number of visible satellites of 14 (see satellite skyplot in
Fig. 24, an elevation cut-off angle of 15° was applied) and
a PDOP value of approx. 1.2, the measurement conditions
were excellent. It should also be mentioned here that for
the three tested smartphones, the behavior of the satellites
in view were slightly different. This can happen due to the
different orientation of the smartphones and the low quality
of the antenna. As can be seen in Fig. 27, the point cloud
for device n◦1 is not as dense as expected. The position
also appears shifted between the two different days. This is
because this smartphone had many cycle slips in the GNSS
raw data which made the RTK-fixing procedure in the second
day unpossible (Fig. 27, right plot). In addition, not all possible
Galileo satellites in view have been tracked.

Fig. 27 to 29 show the point clouds in the smartphone
coordinate system. As mentioned at the beginning, the trans-
formation from the global system takes place via the estimated
rotation of the support platform (with respect to the north
direction) and the translation to the center of the smartphone,
which is known from the 3D CAD model. The underlying
transformation rule for rotation and translation in 2D is listed
below: [

xSM
ySM

]
=

[
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)

]
·
[
E
N

]
+

[
tx
ty

]
(4)

Where α represents the rotation angle that rotates the east
(E) and north (N ) coordinates from the global frame to the
local frame of the smartphone. tx and ty are the translation
parameters. The calculated coordinates of the phase centers
and the associated 2D point errors for the two days are shown
separately in Table XIII and XIV. Here it is clear, that the
variation in the two days (for devices n◦2 and n◦3) is relatively
small and therefore the results have been confirmed. Also
interesting is the different location of the estimated antenna
phase centers: for the first device it is on the left upper corner,
for the second device it is obviously outside and for the last
device it is located centrally in the smartphone. This incon-
sistent APC behavior indicates that for absolute cm-accurate
RTK positioning using smartphones, it is mandatory to further
investigate those variations and possibly develop a calibration
procedure if the variation are deterministic in nature. The
2D point error for all results (except the float solution for
smartphone 1 on day 2) is in the expected RTK accuracy range
of 2-3 cm. Similarly, the estimated height competent obtained
during this experiment are depicted in Fig. 30 to 35, where
the dark gray color represents the pillar, the bright gray color
the choke-ring (real dimension) and the black layer on top
is the smartphone thickness as defined by the manufacturer
(7.6 mm). Assuming the absolute reference height (598.759 m)
is crossing the middle of the smartphone (black layer), we
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Fig. 27: Approximated APC from RTK-fixed solution from
device n◦1 using two different data sets. day 1 (left) and day
2 (right, only float solution was possible)
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Fig. 28: Approximated APC from RTK-fixed solution from
device n◦2 using two different data sets. day 1 (left) and day
2 (right)

can assess the estimation accuracy of the APC along the z-
direction. In general, the standard deviation (Table XV) of
the height related to all smartphones is between 1.1 cm and
3.2 cm. The highest standard deviation value belongs to the
Mi 8 device n◦1 in the the second day where only float
solution was possible. Additionally, the fluctuation of this
components shows a long term noisy signal. A remarkable
result can be observed in Fig. 33 where the mean value of
height passes exactly through the smartphone shape as the
deviation of the estimated height (δh) w.r.t. the truth (middle
of the smartphone) is in both days no more than 5 mm (Table
XV). For device n◦1 and n◦3 in Fig. 30 to Fig. 31 and Fig.
34 to Fig. 35 respectively, the estimated height showed a very
low accuracy, between 4.9 cm and 11.3 cm.

Henceforth, the APC for the three Mi 8 smartphones could
be specified within this accuracy. It is clear that the accuracy
in APC determination is not the same as for geodetic antennas,
whose phase center is determined to some millimeters [19].
Nevertheless, our results prove that the low-cost Broadcom
GNSS chips and the smartphone GNSS antennas make it
possible to, reliably, achieve one decimeter accuracy.

CONCLUSION

The usefulness of multipath mitigation using choke-ring
platform and its notable impact on positioning accuracy is
quite evident. Even with the low quality antenna, smartphones
are able to fix the ambiguities with high precision and accu-
racy. The smartphone position accuracy has been improved
significantly from some meters (without choke-ring) up to
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Fig. 29: Approximated APC from RTK-fixed solution from
device n◦3 using two different data sets. day 1 (left) and day
2 (right)
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Fig. 30: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
fixed solution for device n◦1, day 1
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Fig. 31: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
fixed solution for device n◦1, day 2 (only float solution was
possible)

±2 cm (with choke-ring). The phase center determination also
demonstrate that, if precise antenna phase center variations
(PCV) are known, the position accuracy can be further im-
proved. However, it is required to do regressive test of the
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Fig. 32: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
fixed solution for device n◦2, day 1
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Fig. 33: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
fixed solution for device n◦2, day 2
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Fig. 34: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
fixed solution for device n◦3, day 1
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Fig. 35: Approximated APC height component from RTK-
Fixed solution for device n◦3, day 2

TABLE XIII: APC approximation accuracy, day 1

Smartphone X [m] Y [m] 2D-Error [m]

Mi 8 n°1 - 0.037 + 0.063 0.030

Mi 8 n°2 - 0.004 + 0.139 0.018

Mi 8 n°3 + 0.017 + 0.058 0.029

TABLE XIV: APC approximation accuracy, day 2

Smartphone X [m] Y [m] 2D-Error [m]

Mi 8 n°1 + 0.037 + 0.103 0.102

Mi 8 n°2 + 0.007 + 0.114 0.015

Mi 8 n°3 - 0.002 + 0.049 0.031

TABLE XV: APC height approximation accuracy

day 1 day 2

Smartphone δh [m] Std [m] δh [m] Std [m]

Mi 8 n°1 0.049 0.013 0.113 0.020

Mi 8 n°2 -0.005 0.010 -0.004 0.019

Mi 8 n°3 0.079 0.014 0.059 0.014

phase center behavior with series of test campaigns to try and
model the phase center variation for device under test (DUT)
(smartphone). Additionally, the built-in MEMS IMU inside
the Mi 8 smartphone shows, compered to commercial MEMS
device, very reliable and steady behavior to be integrated into
RTK fusion. For the future work, it is required to apply the
Tightly-Coupling (TC) strategy to the smartphone GNSS and
IMU observations for cycle slip detection and correction [17],



[26]. In addition to this, a software level multipath mitigation
can also be tested with the smartphone data to avoid the bulky
choke-ring platform.
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